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1. Potential research contribution in light of, or linked to  

A. WG interest and Scientific programme: 

 

Since 2011 I have been working on research projects concerning dyslexics and how to make 

accessible search user interfaces. In this connection, I have conducted several eye-tracking 

experiments. One of the experiments investigated whether the inclusion of both textual and 

visual content may support dyslexics when reading and navigating through result lists in 

search systems such as library catalogues or web search engines. During this project, I have 

gained useful experience on how to design experiments that investigate whether dual-

modalities may be beneficial or not for poor readers. I have got a better understanding of how 

layout and spacing between elements affect readability, and how the use of eye-tracking may 

reveal navigation difficulties in textual content. This experience may hopefully be relevant for 

others in the research group. 

 

I am currently working on an eye-tracking project with the purpose of learning more about 

optimal text layout for dyslexics, with a particular focus on line lengths. Little work has been 

done in this area in general, and in Norwegian language in particular. It would be useful to be 

part of a network where I can share my experiences, expand my academic network, but also 

contribute with my knowledge from working with these issues to others, working with similar 

topics. I am also very interested in finding collaboration partners from other institutions in 

other countries. 

 

Overall, I think my experiences with reading difficulties, such as dyslexia, and eye-tracking 

technology may be useful for the working group, and hopefully fit in with the academic 

profile of that group. 

 

B. Action objectives (pages 7-10 in the MoU): 

- to provide recommendations for optimal text/content design for educational publishing; 

My current project is in collaboration with an organization publishing books for people with 

reading disorders, and my results will be used as recommendations for layout guidelines in 

their future productions. 

 

- to prompt systematic, empirical, interdisciplinary research transcending established 

boundaries between scientific disciplines involved in reading research; 

I am hoping to be able to expand my academic network, both across borders and disciplines, 

which may provide a useful perspective in my future research projects. 



 

2. Interest in 

A. organizing and/or participating in a short-term scientific mission (STSM).  

Optional: pursuing what research questions/projects; where to/with whom; linked to what 

objective(s) of the Action: 

 

Participating in a short-term scientific mission in an eye-tracking lab, with a purpose of 

learning even more about how to use eye-tracking in reading experiments, and also to 

strengthen my academic network. 

 

B. organizing and/or participating in a Training School (please indicate what kind of training 

[theoretical; methodological; technical]).  

Optional: linked to what objective(s) of the Action: 

 

More methodological training in eye-tracking. 


